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their account, for Harding as a member of the university was
under their jurisdiction. As was the custom, the heirs and the
creditors were summoned to a final meeting on 8 October 1573
in the name of Theodore Peelmans, the rector, by the university
notary, Conrad Sylvius, and a notice to that effect was affixed
to the doors of St. Peter's. On the appointed day the executors
handed in a full statement of the assets, amounting to 1,766 florins,
without the property in England. The expenses, about 1,627
florins in total, were detailed and justified.1 The account was
approved and the executors were discharged from their responsi-
bility, with the exception that a balance of about 139 florins
had to be distributed in alms, according to the will of the deceased,
amongst his poor and needy countrymen residing on this side
the sea for the sake of their religion. As time went on, and
English catholic life on the Continent began to concentrate at
Douai, the memory of Harding was preserved in the old university
only by his tombstone, in front of the altar of the Holy Trinity,
in St. Gertrude's Church, adorned with the figure of a man
propping with his right hand a tottering church, and, on the wall
near the grave, an inscription on a brass plate, which was lost in
the turmoil of the French revolution.2 H. DB VOCHT.

The Bridgnorth Company of Smiths

IN the return made by the corporation of Bridgnorth to the
commissioners on public records in 1833 the following paragraph
appears : 3

XIII. There are no ancient companies, guilds, or fraternities in this
borough now existing : such companies formerly existed, but there are
no records to be found applicable to the same.

In 1914 a volume was acquired by the British Museum4 (Add.
MS. 38834, described in the catalogue as a guild-book), which
gives details for the years 1595 to 1752 concerning one of these
forgotten companies, the company of smiths, coopers, nailers, &c.
The occupations comprised under ' &c.' make a long list : black-
smith, brazier, carpenter, cutler, fishhook-maker, freemason,

» The assets were : sale of goods, 282 flor. 4 st. ; sale of books, 184 flor. 2J st. ;
gold, money, and debts, 1,300 flor. 4 st. ; total 1,766 flor. 9 Bt. ; expenses and legacies,
1,627 flor. 7 st.

1 This inscription was reproduced by John Pitt in his De IUxulribvs Angliae
Scriptoribus, and was copied about 1770 by Paquot, Fasti, p. 29.

• App. to Report of the Commissioners on the Puilic Records (1837), p. 438.
4 It was bought from Mr. T. M. Blagg on 4 April 1914 and was once in the library

of Mr. W. P. W. Phillimore. Fastened into the volume near the end is a small sheet
of paper with notes relating to various membere of the Bemand family.
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glazier, gunsmith, horn-comb-maker, ironmonger, joiner, lock-
smith, mathematical instrument-maker, goldsmith, and clock-
maker,1 needle-maker, painter, pewterer, point-maker, saddle-
plate-maker, shingler, tobacco-pipe-maker.2 The company
owned various articles which were passed on annually to the
successive officers. They included the book and composition
(i.e. charter) of the company and various weapons and appur-
tenances, viz. a musket, flask, a ' twich-box' (touch-box), two
head-pieces, a sword, a dagger, two girdles, a mould, a halberd
a ' worme ',3 a bullet-bag, a flask leather, a rest, a pair of bando-
liers, a ' scower ', and an iron hook upon a pole (evidently a fire-
hook, such as may still be seen at Raunds church, Northampton-
shire, and elsewhere). Reference is occasionally made to the
company's chest, its locks and keys. Many entries relate to
the repairing and cleaning of the above-mentioned weapons, &c.
In the seventeenth-century entries there are numerous references
to waiting on the bailiffs at St. Luke's fair, St. Leonard's fair,
and Shrovetide fair,4 also to warding at these fairs and at the
assizes. Beyond these entries there is but rare notice of any-
thing outside the company's affairs. In 1634 the ' sickness-
time ' is mentioned ; in 1640 there is a hint of coming trouble
in the entry ' when the soldiers came through the town ' ; under
1659-60 the sum of 8d. is entered ' for gunpowder at the king's
proclamation '.

Year by year the election of the two wardens and two assis-
tants is noted ; in the earlier period covered by the volume
sureties for them are mentioned. There was also the steward,
and the man in trust, whose duty was to keep one of the keys
of the chest and also to take the bonds of the wardens to the use
of the company ; from 1643 there was also a clerk. Up to 1659
detailed accounts of expenses are entered annually ; after that
date no details are given, merely the total expenditure of the
wardens, the amount being often under £1. From 1727 to 1752
most of the annual entries are signed by a person who has ' super-
vised ' or ' inspected ' them. The election meeting was regularly
held on or near Corpus Christi Day ; as a rule there was another
meeting, often in November, for the admissi6n of freemen. All

1 For other Shropshire clock-makers see Shropshire Notes and Queries, 17 November
1896, p. 108.

1 For tobacco-pipe-makers in the seventeenth century see Privy Council Register,
31 March 1639, quoted by G. Unwin, Industrial Organization in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Centuries, p. 147 n. 1.

' Annandale, Imperial Dictionary, explains ' worm ' as ' a spiral wire on the end
of a ramrod for withdrawing a charge from a musket'. ' Scower ' may be the same
as ' scouring-stick ', whioh, according to Halliwell-Phillipps, Diet, of Archaic and Prov.
Words, was used in cleaning the barrel of a gun.

* St. Luke's fair was established under a grant of 10 Hen. Ill, and St. Leonard's
fair under a grant of 33 Edw. Ill (T. F. Dukes, Antiquities of Shropshire, 1844, pp. 47-8).
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members were expected to attend on Corpus Christi Day ; the
names of absentees are sometimes noted, and once a fine of
6s. Sd. was imposed for departure without licence. No indication
appears of the place of meeting. The fee for admission (called
upset, upshod, or occasionally freedom-money) varied in amount ;
the son of a freeman who had served an apprenticeship paid
6s. 8d. ; an apprentice who was not a freeman's son paid lZs. 4d. ;
otherwise the fee was £3 6s. 8d. In addition there was a fee of
a shilling for brotherhood (sometimes abbreviated as 'browood').
There is one instance of a freewoman of the company, one Grissell
Haslewood, who received one of her sons as apprentice in 1699
and another in 1702. In one or two late seventeenth-century
cases it is noted that the persons admitted were sons of gentlemen ;
also that the wardens and man in trust were gentlemen. From
1659 onwards entries of apprenticeship are frequent; there are
usually one or two every year, often more. The usual term is
of course seven years, once it is eight, and occasionally it is to
last till the apprentice is twenty-one years of age. In 1666
an order was made that the clerk should receive 4d. for enrolling
the name of an apprentice in the company's books, the fine for
non-payment being \2d. At the end of the volume is a single
record of apprenticeship dated 1 February 1629/30. Possibly
a separate book for such entries was kept between 1630 and
1659.

Even in the brief and formal entries which are all that the
volume usually contains we can see indications of the restrictive
character of the company. A pewterer and brazier1 is ' taken
by the consent of y« company though he were a farriner ' (1662).
A tobacco-pipe-maker declares (1664) that he ' will on no meanes
infringe the libertyB of the sayd fellowship but the same to his
power defend '. In 1681 a horn-comb-maker is admitted as an
assistant and is to follow no other profession ; in 1684 a mathe-
matical instrument-maker, goldsmith, and clock-maker is
admitted to be a freeman of the company, ' he following and
doeinge noe other thing whereby to prejudice the aforesayd
trades '. Traces occur of legal proceedings to enforce the com-
pany's privileges. The charges for a capias against two persons
are entered under 1648, and the company incurred various legal
expenses in the years 1649, 1651, and 1657.

There are occasional hints of the relations between the com-
pany and the t Bridgnorth corporation. In 1626 the choice of
officers is said to be ' by the order of Mr. Bayliffes '. Persons
are occasionally admitted on condition of making themselves
burgesses. In June 1691 it was agreed that a composition should

1 See Stella Kramer, The Amalgamation of English Mercantile Crafts, ante, xxiii. 15
and 236.
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be procured at the company's expense, and in August of the same
year it is noted that the composition is by law now established
at an expense of £10. Unfortunately no details of the changes
are recorded. Under 1692 there is a memorandum that one
Richard Bolton who had infringed the privileges of the company
should be sued in the town court of Bridgnorth.

The convivial aspect of the company's life has left some
traces in its records. In 1659 the clerk received &d. at the feast :
under date 25 May 1665 the words ' and the company is willinge
to giue drink ' are crossed through. It appears from an entry
dated 7 June 1666 that a dinner was usually held on Corpus
Christi Day. The company's resources were apparently small,
but its gifts, at all events in the seventeenth century, were fairly
numerous. They include small sums (usually under 2s. 6d. but
sometimes as much as 10s. or 20s.) to old, sick, and distressed
persons, e. g. a poor workman for his lodging, a traveller, a member
who had lost his house and shop through fire. In the summer
of 1666 the company agreed to give 40s. ' for and towards the
buying-of an engine to the use of the Towne of Bridgenorth for
squenchinge of fire '. In 1671 a contribution of 40«. was made
to the repair of St. Leonard's church. A point of some interest
is the evidence of the guild-book as to literacy or the reverse.
' Marks ' occur fairly often : in a list for 1615, including the two
wardens, two assistants, and twenty-three other members, there
are nine who make their marks ; in a list for 1691 (two wardens,
two assistants, and eight other members) marks are made by
five members.

No allusion to the company of smiths or to any other guild
or company occurs in the Report of the Historical Commission
on the Bridgnorth MSS. However, a writer in Shropshire Notes
and Queries (30 January 1885, p. 20) asked for information as
to the trade companies of Bridgnorth, and added :

In an old London newspaper for the year 1784 I find the following
curious paragraph : ' On Thursday last came on at Shrewsbury Assizes
a cause wherein the wardens of a company or fellowship of the crafts,
mysteries and occupations of mercers, drapers, haberdashers, grocers,
salters and iron mongers of the borough of Bridgnorth, Shropshire, were
plaintiffs and Mr. Daniel MacMichael defendant. The action was brought
against the defendant for exercising the trade of a grocer and haberdasher
in the said borough, not being free of the said company, when after
two witnesses only on the part of the defendant being examined, the judge
directed the jury to find a verdict for the defendant, who, without hesita-
tion, found the same accordingly.'

No Bridgnorth guild appears in the list in the Public Record Office
of certificates pursuant to statute 12 Ric. II, nor is any mentioned,
so far as I can find, by the local historians of Bridgnorth or
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Shropshire.1 The closest parallel to the Bridgndrth company
of smiths, &c, is the Ludlow company of hammermen, fully
described in the Shropshire Archaeological Society's Transactions
(1st series, vol. ad). This used; to meet in the south aisle of
Ludlow parish church ; its charter was obtained (1511) from the
bailiffs and town council of Ludlow and its proceedings began
to be recorded in 1539. The list of weapons, &c., belonging to
the Ludlow company is longer than that given above, but they
are of much the same kind. The Ludlow company, to judge by
its records, feasted much more than did the smiths of Bridgnorth,
but it must be remembered that LudloW was rather famous for
its inns. The history of the Ludlow company can be traced down
to its extinction in the. nineteenth century, and its charter of
incorporation, two ancient oaken boxes, and various documents
are now preserved in the Ludlow Museum. In all probability
the Bridgnorth company of smiths died out shortly after 1752 :
Bridgnorth is near Coalbrookdale, one of the centres where the-
iron industry of the eighteenth century was specially active, and
in 1760 the Dale company leased the town's mills near Bridgnorth
foraforge.2 There is nothing in the guild-book about the company's
extinction : up to 1752 the annual entries go on as they had done
for over a hundred and fifty years, and in 1750 the ' fraturnity '
met ' on Corpus Christy' as, doubtless, it had met in pre-
Reformation days.3 Its records are of interest as throwing some
light on industrial organization in a country town during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, a subject which demands
extensive local research. CAEOLTNE A. J. SKBBL.

1 Some of the crafte represented in the company of smiths are mentioned in an
extract from the great Leet Book of the borough, which I owe to the kindness of the
Rev. W. G. Clark Maxwell, Rector of S i Leonard's, Bridgnorth. ' Hit is ordent bi
us xxiiij" aboffe reheraid by the aoente and ooncente of Thomas Hord Steward of
this sayd townne for the tyme beyng that for this day foreward that all maner of
handcraftimen that is to say Carpynters Tylers Schynglers Sawers Plumbers Cowpers
all such other schall not be warind for to come to townne to worcke and no mom hem
for to lett. And that hit shall be lawful to all maner of men them for to sett awerke
and no mon say nor do the contrary in payne that may fall therof that is to say vjs.
viiid. halfe to be payde to the bayleff for the tyme beyng. And the other alfe to the
use & profett of the commyns of the seid towne and that all such crafty men schall
take by day accordyng to the statute. . . .' This ordinance of the burgesses comes
immediately before a record dated 7 Henry VH, and is therefore probably not more
than a year or two later than 1600. It is directed against a monopoly claimed or in
process of being established by the craftsmen mentioned: it may represent only
a pasaing disagreement, but at any rate seems to indicate that the guild had no charter
of incorporation at that, if at any, time.

• Victoria County History, Shropshire, L 467.
• The adherence of the clerks to old phraseology is noticeable; money is still

reckoned in marks in some of the seventeenth century entries, and even as late as
1704, and in 1680 the phrase ' fraternity or combrotherhood ' occurs.
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